Title: Primo Grill Covers

Description: Protect your grill from the elements with one of our durable grill covers. Custom fitted with an embroidered Primo logo for every grill configuration whether it's in a table, cart or cradle.

2016 Grill Cover Guide

- #409-Kamado in Cradle
- #410-Oval XL 400 in Cypress Table (600)/Kamado in Cypress Table (601)
- #414-Oval XL 400 in Metal Cart w/ SS Side Tables (370)  - Oval XL 400 in Cypress Compact Table (602)  - Oval XL 300 in Cart w/ SS Side Tables (370)  - Oval JR 200 in Cypress Table (605)
- #416-All Oval Grills in Built-in Applications (Covers Dome Only)
- #417-Jack Daniel’s Edition Oval XL 400 in Metal Cart Base (368) with One-Piece Island Top (910) or Two-Piece Island Top (911)  - Oval XL 400 in Metal Cart Base (368) with One-Piece Island Top (328) or Two-Piece Island Top (311)  - Oval LG 300 in Metal Cart Base (368) with One-Piece Island Top (329) or Two-Piece Island Top (311)
- #420-Oval XL 400 in Teak Table (603)  - Oval LG 300 in Teak Table (615)
- #422-Oval XL 400 in Counter Top Table (612)
- #423-Oval LG 300 in Counter Top Table (613)